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Goethe, Goethe gives a telling parallel to this. He
writes to Schiller: "In every sort of activity I, on the
other hand, am—one might almost say—completely ideal-
istic: I ask nothing at all from objects ; but instead I demand
that everything shall conform to My conceptions" (April
1798). This means that when the extravert thinks, things
go just as autocratically as when the introvert operates
externally1. This formula therefore can hold good only
where an almost complete stage has already been reached;
when in fact the introvert has attained a world of ideas so
rich and flexible and capable of expression that the object
no longer forces him upon a Procrustean bed; and the
extravert such an ample knowledge of and consideration
for the object that a caricature of it can no longer arise
when he operates with it in his thinking. Thus we see
that Schiller bases his formula upon the highest possible,
and therefore makes an almost prohibitive demand upon
the psychological development of the individual—assuming
also that he is thoroughly clear in his own mind what
his formula involves in every particular. Be that as it
may, it is at least fairly clear that this formula: " To
externalize all that is within and shape everything with-
out" is the ideal of the conscious attitude of the introvert.
It is based, on the one hand, upon the hypothesis of an
ideal range of his inner world of concepts and formal
principles, and, on the other, upon the possibility of an
ideal application of the sensuous principle, which in that
case no longer appears as affectedness, but rather as an
active power. So long as man is "sensuous" he is "nothing
but world " ; that he may be " not merely world he must
impart form to matter". Herein lies a reversal of the
i I wish it to be clearly understood that all my observations upon
the extravert and introvert in this chapter hold valid only for the
special types here dealt with, viz. the intuitive, feeling extravert repre-
sented by Goethe, and the intuitive, thinking introvert represented "by
Schiller,
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